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Influence of the chemical complexity on the elementary deformation
mechanisms of multi-component metallic alloys (high-entropy
alloys) with a body-centered cubic structure
Breaking with the traditional metallurgical concepts defining alloys as a mix between one
principal element and minor additions of solutes, high entropy alloys (HEAs) are based on multiprincipal elements, with concentrations close to the equiatomicity. New materials with enhanced
properties have thus been obtained through this innovative concept. Among them, some alloys
appear as promising candidates for high temperature applications beyond Ni-based superalloys
and/or conventional refractory alloys.
These alloys are called RHEAs (refractory high entropy alloys) and often exhibit a bcc
structure. If their remarkable mechanical properties under extreme conditions are often
highlighted in the literature, only few studies aim at understanding the underlying deformation
mechanisms. In that framework, the current project focuses on the evolution of the mechanical
properties of RHEAs and associated deformation mechanisms. The selected alloys are chosen
amongst the family Nbx(HfTaTiZr)100-x alloys (20 < x < 100) and are derived from the
HfNbTaTiZr composition which is often taken as a “reference” in literature. The idea is to estimate
the alloying effect on the mechanical properties, starting from pure niobium and increasing the
chemical complexity towards the equimolar composition.
To achieve this, the first step was to optimize the microstructures so as to obtain a
homogenized grain size with the same average value for each composition. Thus, an appropriate
thermomechanical treatment (cold-rolling followed by annealing under controlled atmosphere)
has been developed for each alloy. Then, in-situ TEM observations have been conducted as well
as tensile tests to characterize the relationships between mechanical properties and deformation
mechanisms of the prepared alloys in a broad range of temperatures.

.

Figure 1. Screw dislocations gliding on a (1-10) plane in Nb40(HfTaTiZr)60 at -175°C
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Suspension of air bubbles of controlled size in a thermostimulable hydrogel hydrogel: Stability and rheology
Abstract in English (15 – 20 lines)
Stimulable materials, sometimes called "smart or adaptive materials", are the subject of an
abundant literature and have several advantages including the possibility to reversibly modulate
the state of the matrix, from liquid to solid. It is known in the literature that 12-hydroxy stearic
acid (12-HSA) in the presence of a counterion such as ethanolamine self-assembles into
multilamellar tubes 1. They have a tube/micelle transition temperature, and the solutions change
from a gel state to a viscous fluid by simple heating. This temperature is dependent on the
HSA/ethanolamine ratio. In my thesis, we try to introduce bubbles of controlled size in a
complex system made of HSA and polymers grafted with hydrophobic chains to make aerated
materials whose main applications are cosmetics, pharmacology and construction materials. To
realize our material, we use a rigid asymmetric microfluidic system in flow focusing2 (Figure 1)
to produce monodisperse bubbles, dispersed in this HSA/polymer system. We first characterize
the microfluidic system by finding a relationship between the inlet flow rates, the gas volume
fraction and the bubble diameter. Then, a new material is created by injecting air and the
HSA/polymer mixture into the microfluidic system, which will create a parallel shear flow. The
objective is to realize monodisperse and ultra-stable bubbles. We will correlate these
experiments with rheology and structure experiments in order to establish a constitutive law of
such a hybrid material as a function of different parameters such as gas volume fraction, bubble
size and temperature.

Figure 1. Flow focusing microfluidics device

(1) Fameau, A.-L. Assemblages d’acides Gras : Du Volume Aux Interfaces. These de doctorat,
Nantes, 2011.
(2) Lorenceau, E.; Yip Cheung Sang, Y.; Höhler, R.; Cohen-Addad, S. A High Rate Flow-Focusing
Foam Generator. Phys. Fluids 2006, 18, 097103. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.2353799.
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Screening of ternary intermetallics by high-throughput calculations
and by machine learning for applications in thermoelectricity
Thermoelectric devices convert a flow of heat into electrical power and vice versa. Although
these devices have many advantages (compactness, reliability), their low efficiency and high
cost restrict them to niche applications. In order to overcome these limitations, the search for
new materials should be favored and theoretical screening is a precious help in identifying new
promising phases. Indeed, using first-principles calculations, the screening makes it possible to
explore the stability and the electronic structure of a very large number of potential compounds
and thus, to guide experimental research.
This thesis project follows on from an ANR JCJC (ScrIn) project and aims to explore a very
large number of ternary intermetallic compounds in order to identify stable semiconductors,
potentially good thermoelectric materials. The exploration of the electronic structure and
stability of compounds will be based on high throughput computational methods (DFT). This
component will be accompanied by an emerging part of supervised machine learning which
will make it possible to predict properties such as the heat of training and thus reduce the
number of DFT calculations for more efficient screening.

Figure 1. Heusler alloys as a case study
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Gem-Binucleophilic Linchpins for
Orthogonal Multicomponent Asymmetric Reactions
Multicomponent reactions (MCRs) represent an important trend in the development of
more eco-compatible synthetic procedures. The assembly of at least three substrates in a single
step allows the preparation of functionalized backbones in a straightforward manner and with
high atom economy. Historically, the development of MCRs has been closely related to the use
of specific synthetic linchpins (densely functionalized species) enabling the course of domino
processes. In the corresponding reactions, almost all these reagents behave either as
electrophile/nucleophile or as bielectrophiles. In this context, the use of geminal binucleophilic
carbon species has received much less attention and the field is dominated by reagents
exhibiting two equivalent pronucleophilic geminal functions (e.g. malonates or, more recently,
dibora species). In addition, asymmetric MCRs (AMCRs) remain so far largely underexplored.
The present project aims at introducing Zinc and Bore containing geminal BInucleophilic
LInchpins (BiLis) in the elaboration of AMCRs. Two main strategies will be investigated:
AMCRs involving racemic BiLis[1] and AMCRs with enantioenriched BiLis[2] (Figure 1).
Owing to their orthogonal reactivity, BiLis constitute important molecular platforms for
enantioselective iterative or domino functionalization of the central carbon atom by crosscouplings reactions (first order MCRs). In addition, they represent inherent vectors of
asymmetric induction through generation of new chiral centers by multicomponent processes
(e.g. Mannich, Petasis[3]) at each nucleophilic position (more challenging second order MCRs).
Moreover, combining both types would be pertinent as well for the elaboration of complex
products.

Figure 1. Assymetric synthesis for Gem-Binucleophilic Linchpins (BiLis)
[1] (a) H. Huo, B. J. Gorsline, G. C. Fu, Science, 2020, 367, 559–564. (b) G. M. Schwarzwalder, C. D. Matier, G.
C. Fu, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2019, 58, 3571 –3574. (c) T. Thaler, Li-Na Guo, P. Mayer, P. Knochel, Angew.
Chem. Int. Ed. 2011, 50, 2174 –2177.
[2] (a) D. S. Matteson, Chem. Rev. 1989, 89, 1535-1551 (b) D. S. Matteson, J. Org. Chem. 2013, 78, 10009−10023
[3] T. Beisel, G. Manolikakes, Synthesis 2016, 48, 379–386
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Carbon-heteroatom bond formation by electrochemical approach, application
to the synthesis of biologically active aromatic compounds
Modern organic chemistry is striving to meet the growing demand for new aromatic
structures. Access to (hetero)aromatic rings with various functional groups is an
important objective because their applications in the field of life science or materials are
considerable. The methods of forming carbon-heteroatom bonds (N, P, O, S, ...) most often
require catalysis by transition metals in the presence of a large quantity of reducing
metals which can also present significant human and environmental toxicity.
It is from this observation, and based on the know-how of the host team, that it is
envisaged to use the electron as an advantageous reagent to generate in situ catalytic
quantities of transition metal salts which role is to contribute to the specific activation of
carbon-halogen or carbon-hydrogen bonds to functionalize (hetero)aromatic
compounds. In addition, organic electrosynthesis that will be used is currently
experiencing a renewed interest in the scientific community because it provides
alternative solutions to conventional synthetic chemistry.
Recent work published by our team validates the ability to create a carbon-phosphorus
bond by electrochemical nickel catalysis.1 This methodology has been deployed, in the
first instance, to access to other families of phosphorus-containing organic compounds.2
In a second part, the study is applied to other heteroatoms such as nitrogen3 and oxygen,
to show the extent of the method. Efforts will be made to identify synthetic intermediates
that could lead to biological interest products. These can be tested and potentially valued
via the national chemical library.

Figure 1. Electrochemical coupling and various applications

Sengmany, S.; Ollivier, A.; Le Gall, E.; Léonel, E. Org. Biomol. Chem. 2018, 16, 4495-4500.
Daili, F.; Ouarti, A.; Pinaud, M.; Kribii, I.; Sengmany, S.; Le Gall, E.; Léonel, E., Eur. J. Org. Chem. 2020, 3452-3455.
3 Daili, F.; Sengmany, S.; Léonel, E. Eur. J. Org. Chem. 2021, 2462-2469.
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Hybrid Multistimulable Hydrogels
Hydrogels are solid materials mainly composed of water and hydrophilic polymeric chains
cross-linked by chemical or physical bonds. In this work, we will use fatty acids aggregates as
nodes.
Our nodes are composed by the self-assembly of 12-hydroxystearic acid (12-HSA), a fatty acid
from castor oil, which are surfactants of particular interest in the present theme of green
chemistry since they can be extracted from agricultural resources. They aggregate in
multilamellar tubes at low temperature and in micelles above a tunable temperature1.
The polymer network will be formed by Poly(ethylene-glycol) (PEG), an hydrophilic polymer
which should be hydrophobized at each end by a Steglich esterification. We expect these
hydrophobized extremities will insert in the hydrophobic self assembly of HSA. The
temperature of transition between tubes and micelles was triggered to be 37°C targeting
biomedical applications.
The structure of such hydrogels was studied by Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) as a
function of temperature. First results enable us to confirm that the addition of telechelic polymer
maintains the tubes/micelles transition but modify the structure of tubes themselves.

Figure 1 - Structure transition of hybrid hydrogels.

Keywords: Hydrogel; Polymer; Surfactant; SANS;
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Self-Assemblies: A Process Driven by the Interplay between the Chain-Melting and SurfaceMelting Process of the Hydrogen Bonds. Langmuir, 33(45), 12943-12951.
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Photoelectrooxidation of urea under solar illumination using Ni
decorated Ti-Fe2O3 electrodes
The recent interest for clean energy and global warming had led to a surge in interest in greener
processes. Wastewater treatment plants operators are looking for new and more efficient
processes to remove nitrogen because the conventional biological process is energy intensive and
has an impact on the environment (nitrate and N2O emissions). Therefore, following the studies
of G. Botte1, we are proposing a photoelectrochemical treatment allowing the elimination of
nitrogenous pollutants, such as urea, at the anode and the simultaneous production of H2 (energy
carrier) at the cathode, in alkaline medium, according to:
CO(NH2)2 + H2O + Ephoton → CO2 + N2 + 3H2
(R1)
We have been developing photoanodes based on titanium-doped hematite (Ti-Fe2O3), on top of
which NiOOH has been photoelectrodeposited (PED). The cyclic voltammetry of Ti-Fe2O3/NiOOH
under solar illumination (Figure A) shows the appearance of Ni(OH)2/NiOOH peak at 0.90 VRHE
against 1.40 VRHE for a metallic Ni electrode under the same conditions, i.e., a potential gain of
500 mV. Moreover, the small increase of the photocurrent (by 10-20%) with the addition of urea,
suggests that the photoelectrooxidation of water is predominant compared to that of urea. In
order to determine the products of urea oxidation and subsequently the faradic yield, electrolysis
was performed for 4 hours, at a fixed potential of 1.51 VRHE. We set up a gas measurement system
by gas chromatography and found an average yield of 14% of N2 and 18% of O2, the rest of the
charges are used to reduce urea to nitrite NO2- (65%)2 .
To better understand the reaction mechanism, we performed in situ transmittance measurements,
as shown in Figure B, to determine the state of the Ni active sites at the surface (Ni(OH)2 or
NiOOH). In the absence of urea, the transmittance decreases and reaches a plateau at 1.8 VRHE,
because all the Ni sites are in the NiOOH light absorbing form. The addition of urea minimizes this
decrease proportionally to its concentration, which implies that NiOOH is reduced to Ni(OH)2 by
urea and hence confirms that the reaction mechanism is Electrochemical-Chemical (EC).
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Synthesis of innovative and bio-sourced materials for bacterial depollution
Photopolymerization requires different kind of molecules such as a photoinitiator and
monomers. Photoinitiator is a molecule able to absorb light energy and to initiate the polymerization.
A monomer is a molecule able to create a 3D network thanks to its reactive functions. Photochemistry
is a fast and solventless process which consume low energy (synthesis at room temperature)[1,2].
The aim of this project is to develop a bio-based material with antibacterial properties. For this reason,
a natural dye from madder plant (Alizarin) was epoxidized and used as photoinitiator. Furthermore,
Eugenol (from cloves) was mono- and di-epoxidized and used as monomer. Under visible light
irradiation, the alizarin epoxidized derivative was able to induce polymerization by opening the epoxy
cycles of Eugenol derivatives.
Antibacterial properties of the materials synthetized were tested after incubation with two bacteria
strains: Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli. Only few bacteria were counted on the materials
thanks to the Eugenol phenol groups, which are described as having antibacterial effects [3,4]. After
irradiation, no more bacteria were observed on the material surface thanks to the formation of
reactive oxygen species (ROS) which are biocide.
Key words: Photopolymerization; bio-based material; antibacterial properties.

Figure 1. Synthesis of antibacterial bio-based materials.
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Design, synthesis, and applications of biodegradable biporous polymeric
materials meant for bone tissue engineering
Bone tissue defects caused by trauma, congenital diseases, infections, tumors, etc., affect many
people around the world. When the self-regenerating capacity of this tissue is exceeded, surgical
intervention is needed, and the main treatments include autologous and allogeneic bone grafts.
Despite the success in tissue repairing, these clinical approaches have considerable limitations
such as scarce bone transplantation donors, infection, inflammation, immune rejection, and high
costs [1].
To overcome such shortcomings, artificial tissues (scaffolds) have been developed from polymeric
materials, cells, and growth factors. In this regard, porous polymers have found an increasing
interest to prepare such scaffolds and reimplant them into the body [2]. Generally, materials
implemented to this end are based on monoporous polymers; however, the presence of two
distinct porosity levels would be beneficial to the proliferation of cells, likely due to improvement
in nutrient and waste flow through the material [3].
In this project, we aim at developing novel hierarchically structured, biodegradable and
biocompatible polymeric scaffolds presenting two porosity levels for tissue engineering
applications (Scheme 1). The preparation of different series of porous materials will rely on the
copolymerization of a biodegradable monomer, namely 2-methylene-1,3-dioxepane (MDO), with
a crosslinking agent i.e. divinyladipate (DVA), and a functionalizable and biocompatible monomer,
i.e., chloroethyl vinyl ether (CEVE) by a double porogen templating approach. The porous
polymers will be functionalized with biomolecules that promote the cell adhesion, focusing
notably on RGD peptide that is well-known to allow cell adhesion onto different material supports.
The last part of the project will consist in the seeding of mesenchymal cell lines and the study of
proliferation and differentiation of the cells in the scaffold.

Scheme 1. Synthesis of biporous materials meant for bone tissue engineering.
1.
2.
3.

G. Zhu et al., “Bone physiological microenvironment and healing mechanism: Basis for future bonetissue engineering scaffolds”, Bioactive Materials, 6, p. 4110-4140, 2021.
A. Haider et al., “Advances in the scaffolds fabrication techniques using biocompatible polymers
and their biomedical application: A technical and statistical review”, Journal of Saudi Chemical
Society, 24, p. 186–215, 2020.
V. Karageorgiou and D. Kaplan, “Porosity of 3D biomaterial scaffolds and osteogenesis”,
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Polymerization-Induced Self-Assembly (PISA) for in situ drug
encapsulation or drug conjugations in cancer application
Hypothesis:
We aim to describe the possibility of using the same block copolymer carriers prepared by
polymerization-induced self-assembly (PISA) for in situ drug encapsulation or surface
functionalization for drug conjugation.
Experiments and Findings:
Amphiphilic block copolymers containing poly((ethylene glycol) methacrylate)-copoly(pentafluorophenyl methacrylate)-b-poly(hydroxypropyl methacrylate) (P((PEGMA-coPFBMA)-b-PHPMA)) were synthesized at 10 wt% which can self-assemble into NPs from
spheres, rod-like micelles to vesicles. Doxorubicin (DOX) was readily encapsulated during
PISA demonstrating relatively high encapsulation efficiency of around 70 %. The same plain
PISA-made vesicles were functionalized with dual drug therapy, N-acetyl cysteine (NAC) and
DOX using para-fluoro-thiol reaction (PFTR) and carbodiimide chemistry, respectively,
showing high conjugation yields. Plain NP and NP-conjugated NAC showed biocompatibility
on MDA-MB-231 cells, whilst DOX coupling to NAC-conjugated NPs imparted an
incremental cell death when increasing DOX concentrations as well as exhibited an enhanced
cell uptake compared to free DOX. The results demonstrated that PISA provides a versatile
approach to directly produce therapeutic-loaded carriers of < 100 nm, whereas the tunability of
macro-CTA block allows post-PISA surface engineering, thus holding promises for many drug
delivery design strategies and future industrial transition.
Keywords: polymerization-induced self-assembly (PISA), block copolymers, drug-loaded
nanoparticles, polymer-drug conjugates.
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Generating new crystal structures with statistical methods
Our goal is to find a method that would propose candidates for new stable materials. The usual
approach to achieve this boils down to performing DFT calculations directly on candidate
crystal structures that were obtained by substituting the atoms of one element by others. We are
going to employ machine learning methods that rely solely on descriptions of the existing
crystal structures to attempt to find new ones. In theory, this might lead to the discovery of new
materials of unique topology.
The approach will rely heavily on Langevin dynamics, a statistical model for simulating
molecular systems. The main difficulty to overcome is tied to the periodicity of the structures.
The evaluation for this kind of task is troublesome and is usually made by comparing some
metrics of the generated structures with the metrics of the existing structures. These metrics
might be some functions of the distributions of inter-atomic distances.

Figure 1.

Langevin dynamics applied to atomic positions inside a unit cell. Image obtained
with VESTA software.
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PHA-based biocompatible scaffolds for the muscle stems cells
expansion
As the most abundant tissue in the human body, skeletal muscle is a prime target for
regenerative medicine. The adult skeletal muscle has a remarkable regenerative capacity
thanks to the presence of stem cells called satellite cells. However, some pathology affect
the regenerative capacity of the muscle, by decreasing the number of those stem cells.
Stem cells are an attractive source of cells for the cellular therapy but their use in the clinic
is still limited by the lack of a method to efficiently amplify them in vitro. Indeed, in the
classical 2D culture conditions, the stem cells differentiate very quickly, leading to a
reduced number of cells and the loss of their grafting potential. Many studies have shown
that the rigidity of the culture medium is a key parameter for the preservation of the
therapeutic potential of stem cells in vitro. The objective of this thesis is to develop new
custom-made 3D culture media based on biocompatible polymers. Among the
biocompatible polymers, poly(3-hydroxyalkanoates) PHAs occupy a prominent place and
have shown great potential in biomedical applications. To provide the hydrophilic
character of the network, the polyesters will be associated with a hydrophilic polymers
such as Polyethylene glycol or Polyoxazoline (POXA).
Key words: Polyesters, Biocompatibility, Stem cells
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Nouveau concept d'une cellule complète à haute densité d’énergie,
basée sur le couple nitrure de métal de transition et NMC
Transition-metal nitrides are considered to be among the most promising class of anode
materials for LiBs [1]. Within this family, Li7MnN4 (LMN) [2] with an anti-fluorite 3D structure
has received great attention due to its large specific capacity of 280 mAh g-1, excellent cycle
stability and appropriate working potential of 1.2 V. We previously showed this material
prepared at high temperature exhibits very large particle size [4]. Therefore, a crucial postsynthesis ball-milling step was required to benefit from the maximum capacity and high-rate
capability. However, this ball-milling step is hard to reproduce due to its dependence on many
instrumental factors such as jar geometry, ball/material mass ratio [4].
In this work, an optimization of the synthesis conditions of LMN is proposed and new
key parameters controlling the particle size distribution (PSD) are identified, allowing the
suppression of the post-synthesis ball-milling process. Thanks to the specific morphology
attained when using our optimized synthesis conditions, the as-synthesized LMN material is able
to deliver larger capacity at higher rate (265 mAh g−1 and 160 mAh g−1 at 1C and 5C rate,
respectively). These capacity values are the best to our knowledge and compete with that of
benchmark LTO. Furthermore, the lower working potential of LMN (1.2 V, i. e. 0.35 V lower than
LTO) is expected to provide larger energy density in a full cell device compared to LTO.
To carry this argument further, NMC/LMN full cell is constructed for the first time with
LiNi0.6Mn0.2Co0.2O2 and pre-delithiated LMN (Li5.3MnN4). This NMC/LMN coin cell is applied for
galvanostatic cycling at different current densities while a 3-electrode cell using metallic Li as
reference electrode is used to clarify potential changes during the charge-discharge process. We
show the NMC/LMN full cell replicates the electrochemical performance of NMC/Li half-cell in
the 3.2 V - 2 V potential window. These results prove the feasibility and compatibility of the
NMC/LMN full cell and the suitability of delithiated LMN as negative electrode material.
Remarkably, the maximum energy density of the NMC/LMN full cell, of 256 Wh/kg (based on
total active materials mass loading), is higher that exhibited by a NMC/LTO full cell.

[1]

J.M. Tarascon, M. Armand, Mater. Sustain. Energy A Collect. Peer-Reviewed Res. Rev. Artic. from Nat. Publ. Gr. 414 (2010) 171–179.
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New NIR photosensitizers for free-radical photopolymerization
To face environmental issues of these last decades, photopolymerization1 has gained an
impressive enlightenment. Indeed, the low-energy process allows obtaining very high
conversions in a reduced time, without the need of solvent. Interestingly, photopolymerization
has also demonstrated a high interest in a wide range of industrial fields such as adhesives,
coatings, inks, microelectronics, 3D-printing technologies, and medical applications. For the last
decade, the photopolymerization process made extensive use of UV-light irradiation. However,
concerns emerged about UV handling safety, and its use was stopped in several medical domains.
Therefore, growing research in the synthesis of new performing photosensitizers absorbing in the
NIR light range emerged. However, photoinitiation under near-infrared light remain rare due to
the low excitation energy of photons at these wavelengths. In this context, the use of macrocycles
like phthalocyanines2-4 or porphyrins5 seems relevant because of their versatility and very high
molar extinction coefficients in the visible spectrum. The aim of this PhD is to study the
photochemical properties of new bio-based porphyrin derivatives (naphtoketoporphyrins) when
combined with co-initiators for free-radical photopolymerization of bio-based acrylates under
LED@740nm.

Co-initiators

Carbon-centered radicals
Thiyl radicals

Thiol-ene process
Free-radical photopolymerization

Zn-Naphtoketoporphyrin
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Nickel-catalyzed electrochemical carboxylation of aryl and
heteroaryl halides and triflates using flow technology
Carboxylated substrates are extremely useful in the pharmaceutical field as they are perfect
building blocks for more complex molecules. Carbon dioxide (CO 2) is considered an ideal C1
building block for organic synthesis due to its non-toxicity, low cost, and availability as a
renewable resource. However, it is not easy to activate under mild conditions due to its
thermodynamic stability and kinetic inertness. Therefore, efficient chemical carboxylation of aryl
halides using transition metal catalysts is very attractive.1 Palladium2 and nickel3 represent the
most widely used transition metals in carboxylation, often requiring an additional stoichiometric
amount of metallic reductants such as zinc or manganese, which represents an important
constraint for an industrial scale development (Figure 1). Moreover, because of the growing
scarcity combined to the high price of palladium, nickel and cobalt can constitute good alternative
catalysts to achieve such transformation.

Figure 1. Comparison of metal-catalyzed carboxylation reactions between a chemistry and a
flow electrochemistry
The objective of our project is to develop a carboxylation protocol using nickel and CO 2 in
combination with flow chemistry and electrochemistry, which will avoid adding the sacrificial
reductant metal. Furthermore, the association of flow technology and electrochemistry will
provide great control of reaction conditions, effectively improving the reproducibility of the
reaction.

[1]
[2]
[3]

A. Tortajada, F. Juliá-Hernández, M. Börjesson, T. Moragas, R. Martín. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2018, 57, 15948-15982.
A. Correa, R. Martín. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2009, 131, 15974-15975.
T. Fujihara, K. Nogi, T. Xu, J. Terao, Y. Tsuji. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2012, 134, 9106-9109.
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Elaboration and characterization of bio-cemented foams
In recent years, the method 'Microbiologically-Induced Calcite Precipitation' (MICP) has emerged
in the field of soil improvement. In a granular medium (e.g. sand), calcium carbonate (CaCO3) can
be precipitated by bacterial activity [1]. This process allows bridging grains by solid precipitates
which leads to an improvement of the mechanical properties [2]. Some studies showed that the
application of this method within unsaturated conditions, down to 20% liquid, provides
significant mechanical resistance for small calcium carbonate amounts in the soil [3].
This PhD work focuses on the use of MICP method in the range of liquid fraction (𝜑𝑙𝑖𝑞 ) below 20%
through the introduction of controlled liquid foam into a granular medium. It is to say that for
classical bio-cementation in granular media [2], the produced solid cement is usually dispersed
throughout the pore surface. Using the foam approach is expected to concentrate liquid and
bacteria in the contact areas between grains, what is hoped to be a strong advantage for bacteriainduced mechanical improvement of soils.
The critical step of this study is related to formulating active bacteria foaming solutions. This is
done by measurements of bacterial activity within different surfactant solutions.
Another step of this work is dedicated to the understanding of bubbles configurations and foam
aging within the pore space of granular assemblies. In a pioneer work, Bernard and al. [4] studied
the effect of foam, in the range of 20% to 90% liquid, on permeability of porous media to water. It
was concluded that the liquid permeability is the same in the presence or in the absence of foam
lamellae. But, as a first result of this PhD work, we have shown that such confined and drier liquid
foam (𝜑𝑙𝑖𝑞 <0.2) has a significant impact on the liquid permeability through the foamy granular
medium, depending on the nature of the surfactant and the bubble-to-grain size ratio r. We have
also highlighted that, as initially hoped, confined liquid foam offers a significant amount of liquid
contained in bridging areas at contact between the grains.

Figure 1. Illustration of the bio-cementation of a sand column using the MICP method (modified
from [1] and [2]). Adding a foaming solution could help concentrate the CaCO3 between grains.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

S. Castanier, G. Le Métayer-Levrel, et J.-P. Perthuisot, « Ca-carbonates precipitation and limestone genesis — the microbiogeologist point of view »,
Sediment. Geol., vol. 126, no 1, Art. no 1, juill. 1999.
D. Mujah, M. A. Shahin, et L. Cheng, « State-of-the-Art Review of Biocementation by Microbially Induced Calcite Precipitation (MICP) for Soil
Stabilization », Geomicrobiol. J., vol. 34, no 6, p. 524‐537, juill. 2017.
L. Cheng, R. Cord-Ruwisch, et M. A. Shahin, « Cementation of sand soil by microbially induced calcite precipitation at various degrees of saturation »,
Can. Geotech. J., vol. 50, no 1, p. 81‐90, janv. 2013.
G. G. Bernard et W. L. Jacobs, « Effect of Foam on Trapped Gas Saturation and on Permeability of Porous Media to Water », Society of Petroleum
Engineers Journal, vol. 5, no 04, p. 295‐300, déc. 1965.
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Metal-Organic Framework Self-Assembly (MOFSA) to generate welldispersed polymer-MOF hybrid nanoparticles in water
MOFs are a specific class of ordered porous materials with adjustable morphology as well
as high surface area. [1-2]However, MOFs usually present severe agglomeration in water will
limit their potential application. Recently, Polymer-MOFs attracted much attention due to the
fact that these composite materials can take the benefits of MOFs and organic materials.
A new process (Metal-Organic Framework Self-Assembly or MOFSA) is described that
opens the way for a straightforward and versatile manufacture of polymer-MOFs nanoparticles
in water. Using water-soluble poly(ethylene glycol)s (PEGs) end-capped monoester moiety and
TMA as the organic ligand in the MOF scaffolding, the formation of stable nanoparticles in
aqueous solutions could be observed with iron(III) as the metallic pivot. Through complexation
between iron (III) octahedra trimers, free TMA linkers and end-capped PEG stable
nanoparticles were obtained in water by a facile one-pot reaction where PEG bounds to Fe(III)
octahedra trimers/trimesate linkers by a functional carboxylic groups. The resulting particles
have been characterized by dynamic light scattering (DLS), transmission electron microscopy
(TEM), neutron scattering and have demonstrated an excellent colloidal dispersion stability,
with tunable particles size of polymer-MOF (PMOF) hybrid nanoparticles in aqueous solution
that can be tuned by varying the amount of PEG polymer ligands added. XRD has shown the
usual formation of MOF lattice. It can be expected that this study will not only expand the scope
of in situ preparation of PMOFs nano-objects by pegylated self-assembled within iron-based
metal-organic frameworks but also inspires researchers in the field to prepare new generation
of polymer-MOFs hybrid materials.

Scheme 1. Classic methods for the preparation of polymer-MOF nanoparticles stabilized by
hydrophilic polymer. A. Two-step process to obtain PMOF. B. One-step approach by Metal-Organic
Framework Self-Assembly (MOFSA).
[1]
[2]

H. D. Lawson, S. P. Walton, C. Chan, ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces 2021, 13, 7004-7020.
Y. Fang, Z. Yang, H. Li, X. Liu, Environmental science and pollution research international 2020, 27, 4703-4724.
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Novel photo-induced, biobased and antibacterial materials for the
preservation of monuments in urban areas
The preservation of built cultural heritage in an urban area is a socio-economic challenge
for municipalities. Stone buildings are indeed continuously exposed to chemical and biological
actions leading to different alteration patterns. Despite recent important progress in the
development of nanobiotechnology, nanofabrication and polymerization techniques, the design
of innovative materials to prevent stone degradation remains a high research priority. To
overcome the environmental brakes and avoid the use of common non-environmentally-friendly
biocide reagents for stone restoration and consequently, their toxic effect on aquatic and human
health, it is of prime importance to develop new hybrid coatings in the context of green chemistry.
In order to propose suitable conservation treatments, our project aims at discriminating the
biological and environmental contributions in limestone alteration and evaluating their synergic
effects by a multidisciplinary approach. The goal is to propose, in a reduced time, new low-cost
antimicrobial coatings from bio-based compounds according to environmentally-friendly
chemistry with strong mechanical and permanent antimicrobial properties. The use of petroleumbased monomers, solvents or other hazardous molecules is to be avoided as much as possible to
respect the common environmental standards. Hybrid coatings featuring permanent
antimicrobial properties will hence be designed using bio-based epoxy and acrylate monomers
according to cationic and free radical photopolymerization processes under visible light
illumination. Such photopolymerizable systems will be designed using functionalized natural dyes
[1]–[3]. Then, the study of the durability and the mechanical resistance of the coatings deposited
on stone substrates and their resistance in real atmospheric conditions will be conducted.

Figure 1. Synthesis of novel photo-induced and antibacterial materials using natural resources as building
blocks.
[1]
[2]
[3]

P. Sautrot-Ba et al., “Quinizarin Derivatives as Photoinitiators for Free-Radical and Cationic Photopolymerizations in the Visible Spectral Range,”
Macromolecules, vol. 53, no. 4, pp. 1129–1141, Feb. 2020, doi: 10.1021/acs.macromol.9b02448.
C. Elian, V. Brezová, P. Sautrot-Ba, M. Breza, and D.-L. Versace, “Lawsone Derivatives as Efficient Photopolymerizable Initiators for Free-Radical,
Cationic Photopolymerizations, and Thiol—Ene Reactions,” Polymers, vol. 13, no. 12, p. 2015, Jun. 2021, doi: 10.3390/polym13122015.
L. Breloy et al., “Methacrylated Quinizarin Derivatives for Visible-Light Mediated Photopolymerization: Promising Applications in 3D-Printing
Biosourced Materials under LED@405 nm,” ACS Appl. Polym. Mater., vol. 4, no. 1, pp. 210–228, Jan. 2022, doi: 10.1021/acsapm.1c01210.
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Hybrid aerogels for sustainable construction:
Elaboration, characterization and modelling
To reduce energy losses due to insufficient thermal insulation, whilst conserving interior
space in residential and commercial buildings, is one of the current "hot" topics in materials and
building sciences. Due to unique physical properties such as an extremely porous structure, very
small pores, ultra-light weight and very low sound propagation velocity, aerogels are proving to
be one of the best solutions to address the issues of thermal and sound insulation in buildings [1].
However, pure silica aerogels, known as the most promising insulating materials, in addition to
their high cost, suffer from a high brittleness when subjected to mechanical stresses, even low, or
thermal shocks that resulted in slowing down their large-scale industrialization and their
commercial success [2]. Recently, aerogels based on polymers have been widely explored as a new
class of high-performance insulating materials. In this context, we developed a sustainabilitydriven approach for preparing hybrid aerogels by incorporating nanoparticles of graphene and
clay in a biosourced polymer matrix (chitosan).
In this contribution, aerogels with contents of graphene and clays ranging from 0 to 15 wt% were obtained by a freeze-drying method and varying experimental parameters (dispersion of
graphene nanoparticles, freezing temperature). The so-elaborated aerogels were then
characterized to study the effect of the preparation conditions on their structural, textural,
mechanical and thermal properties. To optimize the experimental conditions for aerogels’
elaboration, a multiscale modelling of the structure-properties relationship is also in progress.
The effects of freezing temperature, graphene content and addition of clay nanoparticles
on the structure of aerogels and on their related thermal conductivity and mechanical properties
will be highlighted. By addition of different crosslinkers (CaCl2, CaCO3, Na2S2O8, sodium alginate)
in the aerogels’ preparation mixture, it is possible to finely control the pore size, shape and
alignment and thus lower the thermal conductivity.

Figure 1. SEM image of (a) pure CS aerogel and (b) G-CS aerogel, (c) Digital photo of the
ultralight G-CS aerogel and (d) compression test of G-CS aerogel.
[1] Pierre A.C., Pajonk G.M. Chemistry of aerogels and their applications. Chemical Reviews, 2002,
102(11), 4243-4266.
[2] Moner-Girona M.M., Roig E.A., Esteve J., Molins E. Mechanical properties of silica aerogels
measured by microindentation: influence of sol–gel processing parameters and carbon addition.
Journal of non-crystalline solids, 2001, 285, 244-250.
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Post-condensations on molecular platforms
generated by multicomponent reactions:
preparation of new potentially bioactive compounds
Multicomponent reactions (MCRs) constitute one of the most powerful tools in organic
synthesis as complex and functionalized molecules are simply obtained from small ones. More
precisely, we study the use of organozinc reagents as nucleophiles in MCRs, as they present an
easier preparation and a greater functional group compatibility compared to Grignard or
organolithium reagents.1
The aim of this project is to prepare new compounds either directly prepared by a MCR
or obtained by derivatization of these latter by a post-condensation step.
These original products will next be biologically evaluated to identify new potent
molecules for the treatment of prostate cancer. Indeed, as it is currently treated by nonsteroidal
antiandrogens like Apalutamide, Enzalutamide and Darolutamide and the need for new
treatments in an important challenge. These biological evaluations will be performed on
prostate cancer cell in the TREPCA team.
During this project, we first developed a new access the access to densely substituted
amines using sp3-hybridized mixed organozinc reagents.2 These latter proved to be valuable
reaction partner in Mannich reactions with aldehydes and amines, allowing the formation of
both C–C and C–N bonds in one step.
On the other hand, we explored the reactivity of β-amino- and β- hydroxy-carboxyl
compounds prepared by a MCR in different post-condensation reactions. Among them, the
haloetherification reaction has allowed the preparation of original spirocyclic tetrahydrofurans.3

[1] Knochel, P.; Millot, N.; Rodriguez, A.; Tucker, C. E.; Organic Reactions 2001, 58, 417-731.
[2] Marine Pinaud, Erwan Le Gall, Marc Presset , J. Org. Chem, 2022, 87 (7) , 4961-4964

, doi :
10,1021/acs.joc.1c02996
[3] Marine Pinaud, Eric Huet, Marc Presset, Erwan Le Gall, J. Org. Chem, 2022, 87 (7), 4971-4980, doi
:10,1021/acs.joc.1c03034
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Antibacterial filtration systems
This thesis aims to develop new filter supports that are active against bacterial contamination,
for use in facemasks and in water treatment. The goal is to reinforce facemask mechanical
filtration with antibacterial action. For water treatment, as industrials are struggling with
biofouling on ion exchange membranes, we modified membrane spacers to preserve the charged
surface of membranes while providing antibacterial properties. For both supports the same
strategies can be applied, either a surface functionalization through crosslinking and grafting, or
a mass treatment, by incorporation of antibacterial agents. Combining several categories of
antibacterial agents will allow to enhance their activity.
Regarding surface functionalization, chitosan, a biobased and antibacterial polymer, was first
sprayed onto supports and then cross-linked through it using dialdehyde crosslinker. The most
used dialdehyde is glutaraldehyde, but its high toxicity has led us to develop other strategies
involving a vanillin derivative. We also studied the use of tannic acid to crosslink chitosan. The
crosslinking reaction ensures the support to be physically trapped and the coating to resist
washing abrasion. To build up the antibacterial activity even more, a quaternized derivative of
chitosan was synthesized under microwave irradiation by grafting glycidyltrimethylammonium.
Tannic acid, which is a strong antioxidant and antibacterial agent, can also be grafted in addition.
Supports were characterized by IR spectroscopy, SEM imaging and EDX.
Regarding mass treatment, magnesium oxide nanoparticles were incorporated into a
biosourced (Polyamide 11) 3D printing filament via extrusion. This charged filament was used to
prepare 3D printed membrane spacers for water treatment, which were characterized by DSC,
SEM imaging and EDX.
The efficiency of these new antibacterial systems is under evaluation by in-vitro studies against
bacteria such as E. coli and S. aureus.

Figure 1. Characterisation of chitosan treated PP fabric by SEM imaging & IR spectroscopy
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Title of the thesis: Highly selective gas sensors based on noncovalently functionalized graphene
Addressing the issue of global warming via limiting the concentration of carbon dioxide
greenhouse gas in the atmosphere, is one of the major challenges of our time. Key innovations in
materials science toward a low-carbon economy include materials for CO2 sensing, capture,
storage, conversion and utilization. Adsorbents’ performances strongly depend on their specific
surface area, and nanostructured adsorbent materials have gained growing interest. Graphene,
due to its remarkable physico-chemical properties, such as high surface/volume ratio and
excellent mechanical properties, is a potential candidate for gas capture. However, its low
selectivity to a specific gas limits its use. Therefore, new graphene-based hybrid materials
functionalized by polymers capable to complex metal nanoparticles are considered as one of the
most efficient strategies to improve sensitivity and selectivity toward CO2 capture. (1) Chitosan
(CS) (2) and polyethyleneimine (PEI) (3) were selected because of their intrinsic characteristics
such as a high density of amine groups capable of immobilizing metallic nanoparticles (MNP). In
this study, we are first interested in the functionalization of the graphene surface by physisorption
of the two above mentioned polymers, involving hydrogen bonding. Next, we study the
immobilization of MNP based on silver, nickel or gold on the surface of the hybrid materials
(Figure 2). The structure of the hybrid materials was analysed using complementary
characterization techniques such as Raman, infrared and photoelectronic X-ray spectroscopies,
thermogravimetric analysis and X-ray diffraction. In a further step, we will carry out CO2 capture
measurements with the aim to establish structure-properties relationship.

Figure 2: Schéma général de synthèse du composite : G-polymère-MNPs
1.

2.
3.

Meconi GM, Tomovska R, Zangi R. Adsorption of CO2 gas on graphene–polymer composites. Journal of
CO2 Utilization. 2019;32:92-105.
Alhwaige AA, Agag T, Ishida H, Qutubuddin S. Biobased chitosan hybrid aerogels with superior
adsorption: Role of graphene oxide in CO2 capture. RSC ADVANCES. 2013;3(36):16011-20.
Prud’homme A, Nabki F. Comparison between Linear and Branched Polyethylenimine and Reduced
Graphene Oxide Coatings as a Capture Layer for Micro Resonant CO2 Gas Concentration Sensors.
SENSORS. 2020;20(7):1824.
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Hybrid photoactivatable and antibacterial coatings from
bioressources synthesized by photochemistry
Photoactive polymers have shown increasing interest in recent years. Indeed, these
materials contain photoactive molecules able of producing cytotoxic species under visible light
such as reactive oxygen species (ROS). This allows to kill bacteria in contact with the surface
autonomously when irradiated.
These polymers would be synthesized by photopolymerization, which is generally
considered as a more economical and safer chemistry. Indeed, photochemical reactions occur in
minutes, at low energy cost, under mild conditions and with few organic solvents. Many types of
photoinitiators have already been developed to enable radical or cationic
photopolymerization [1], but recently there has been a growing interest in new structures that
absorb wavelengths in the visible-light or near infrared range, such as porphyrin
derivatives [2, 3]. Using visible light allows the use of harmless and economic lamps, such as LEDs.
New molecules derived from porphyrin would be synthesized to initiate
photopolymerization in the visible range (See Fig. 1). After polymerization, these photoinitiators
would remain trapped in the matrix. Upon irradiation, they react with oxygen to produce ROS
causing bacteria’s death. This method seems promising against nosocomial infections, since it is
very unlikely that bacteria will develop resistance [4].

Figure 1. List of synthesized porphyrin
[1] Y. Yagci, S. Jockusch et N. J. turro, Photoinitiated Polymerization: Advances, Challenges, and
Opportunities, Macromolecule, 2010, vol. 43, pp. 6245-6260.
[2] A. Al Mousawi, C. Poriel, F. Dumur, J. Toufaily, T. Hamieh, J. P. Fouassier et J. Lalevée, Zinc
tetraphenylporphyrin as high performance visible light photoinitiator of cationic photosensitive
resins for LED projector 3D printing applications, Macromolecules, 2017, vol. 50, pp. 746-753.
[3] H. Marcille, J.-P. Malval, M. Presset, N. Bogliotti, A. Blancha-Grzechnik, V. Brezova, Y. Yagci et
D.-L. Versace, Diphenyl functional porphyrins and their metal complexes as visible-light
photoinitiators for free radical, cationic and thiol–ene polymerizations, Polymer Chemistry,
2020, vol. 11, pp. 4237-4249.
[4] T. Maisch, «Resistance in antimicrobial photodynamic inactivation of bacteria,», Photochem.
Photobiol. Sci., 2015, vol. 14, p. 1518.
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Synthesis and evaluation of the therapeutic activity
of disubstituted 1,2,3-triazenes- and 1,2,3-triazoles
Due to the emergence of new diseases and to the rapid development of microbial resistance [1], it
has become urgent to find new molecules to address these concerns of public health.
The objective of this work is to access to 1,3-disubstituted-1,2,3-triazenes and 1,4-disubstituted1,2,3-triazoles [2], two classes of molecules of high therapeutic potential, and to evaluate their
antimicrobial, anti-dengue and anticancer properties.
There are several methods available for the synthesis of triazenes, but the most widely used is the
diazo copulation one, involving the reaction of a diazonium with an amine. For the synthesis of
1,4-disubstituted-1,2,3-triazoles, the Huisgen [3+2] reaction (click chemistry) has been used [3].
The antimicrobial activity of these compounds has been evaluated by the dilution method on five
microbial strains: two gram (+) strains (Escherichia coli ATCC 25921 and Staphylococcus aureus
ATCC 38213); two gram (-) strains (Enterococcus faecalis ATCC 29212 and Pseudomonas
aeruginosa ATCC 27253) and on a fungus (Candidat albicans). Disappointingly, results were not
satisfactory, as the compounds are inactive even with concentrations above 100 µg/mL.
The anti-dengue activity was evaluated on cells infected with the DENV-virus after an incubation
time of 72 hours in order to determine the EC50 of the molecules. The most active compound has
revaled an EC50 of 8 µM, close to lycorine.
The anticancer activity test was carried out at a concentration of 10 µg/mL on three cell lines:
breast (MCF-7), pancreas (PANC-7) and prostate (PC-3). Good results were noted especially in the
triazene series and interesting levels of selectivity has been detected in some cases.
Keywords: 1,2,3-triazoles-1,4-disubstituted, clic chemistry, 1,2,3-triazenes-1,3-disubstituted,
antimicrobial activity, CE50, anticancer activity, cell lines, anti-dengue activity, DENV.

Scheme 1: General processes for the synthesis of triazenes (left) and triazoles (right)
[1] Karchmer, A. W. Nosocomial bloodstream infections: Organisms, risk factors, and implications. Clin.
Infect. Dis. 2000, 31, S139-S143.
[2] Cappoen D., Vajs J., Uythethofken C., Virag A., Mathys V., Kocevar M., Verschaeve L., Gazvoda M., Polanc
S., Huygen K., Kosmrlj J. Anti-mycobacterial activity of 1,3-diaryltriazenes. Eur. J. Med. Chem. 2014, 77,
193-203.
[3] Kolb H.C., Finn M.G., Sharpless K. B., Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2001, 40, 2004; Kolb H.C., Sharpless K.B.,
Drug Disc. Today. 2003, 8, 1128.
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Laser cladding as a flexible exploration tool for the design of cobaltfree hardfacing coatings made of high entropy materials.
Significant research efforts have been undertaken over the past forty years to replace the
cobalt-based alloys, which boast outstanding performances when used as hardfacing
coatings, but proved problematic especially in radioactive environments. This work’s purpose is
to contribute to this effort by coming up with viable substitutes made of Complex Concentrated
Alloys (CCAs). Several entities have teamed up to this end within the scope of the CladHEA+
European research project: CEA and CNRS/ICMPE (France), Fraunhofer IWS (Germany) and
NTMP (Russia).
Previous work conducted between CEA and ICMPE evidenced the (CrFeNi)90Mo5Ti5 alloy
as a promising base, which relies on the formation of intermetallic phases within a ductile matrix
for an increase in hardness and an improved tribological behaviour [1]. In this particular
framework, an extensive use of the CALPHAD method coupled with the fast and flexible DLD
process (Direct Laser Deposition) allowed for further explorations around this composition. This
combinatorial strategy dramatically speeds up material development compared to what the more
conventional ways can achieve. Figure 3 illustrates the iterative method that was established for
this study, along with the workload distribution between the different partners involved in the
CladHEA+ project.
StelliteTM

Figure 3: Alloy design strategy established for the exploration of the CrFeNiMoTi system

A few alloys were first selected, elaborated and analysed, but additional experimental
results are required to expand the first-hand knowledge on these alloys and more precisely the
influence of each element on the microstructures. Hence, compositionally graded samples were
made in the same fashion as in [2] to speed up this process.
[1] G. Huser et al., ‘Study of the elaboration of high entropy material from powder by laser additive
manufacturing’, Procedia CIRP, vol. 94, pp. 270–275, 2020, doi: 10.1016/j.procir.2020.09.051.
[2] H. Dobbelstein et al., ‘Laser metal deposition of compositionally graded TiZrNbTa refractory highentropy alloys using elemental powder blends’, Additive Manufacturing, vol. 25, pp. 252–262, 2019, doi:
10.1016/j.addma.2018.10.042.
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Development of nanocomposite ceramics (MgO/Y2O3) for infrared
window applications
Transparent ceramics are materials of choice for high temperature infrared (IR) windows. Those
windows are especially used for aerospace applications. Alumina, AlON and spinel-type ceramics
have been developed for the 3-5 μm atmospheric transparency band. Nevertheless, these compounds
show a degradation of their optical properties (transparency and emissivity) at high temperature
(around 1000°C) limiting their use in that wavelength range. MgO and Y2O3 have a broader
transparency window up to 9 µm and they stay highly transparent in the 3-5 µm range even at high
temperature but their thermomechanical resistance is weak. The aim of this study is to combine these
compounds into a nanocomposite ceramic. The nanostructure would permit to keep a good IR
transparency and increase its mechanical resistance [1], [2]. Thus, to reach such properties, porosity
ratio must be close to zero (< 0,1 %) and the average grain size must stay as small as possible (< 200
nm).
During this study, we processed MgO-Y2O3 nanocomposite ceramics by the sol-gel route for power
synthesis [3]. Then, sintering has been processed by natural sintering or the Spark Plasma Sintering
techniques. The ceramic quality has been improved using a post- HIP and post air- annealing at
1000°C. Finally, microstructural (MEB, EBSD, and Porosity), optical (transmission) and
thermomechanical characterisations have been carried out.
Pellets with different nanostructures were obtained. Some pellets have their medium average grain size
smaller than 200 nm. A good transparency in the mid-infrared, up to 80 % for à thickness of 1 mm, has
been obtained for the most dense and homogenous samples.
a

b

c

Sintered with DCS
With HIP
With HIP + annealing

200 nm

Figure 1. Sample of MgO-Y2O3 nanocomposite ceramic from sol-gel powder and sintered with DCS in two steps
with a 10 min step at 1200 °C and 50 MPa. a: photo of the sample (thickness = 2.3mm) crossed by a
white light beam. b: SEM picture of the microstructure (light: yttrin; dark: magnesia). c: IR transmission of the
sample reduced to a thickness of 1 mm. Sample after DCS sintering then HIP post-treatment for 2 h at 1200°C
and 4000 bars then after annealing at 1000°C in air for 100h.

[1] D. C. Harris et al., Journal of the American Ceramic Society, vol. 96, no 12, p. 3828‐3835, 2013.
[2] L. Liu et al., Ceramics International, vol. 46, no 9, p. 13669‐13676, 2020. [3] S. Ghorbani et al.,
Ceramics International, vol. 43, no 1, Part A, p. 345‐354, 2017.
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Development of a new titanium alloy tolerant to oxygen
The high strength-to-weight ratio combined to a good corrosion resistance and properties of
biocompatibility make titanium alloys a material of interest for aircraft, nuclear or biomedical
applications. That is why the improvement of their mechanical properties is of interest.
For example, oxygen is known to strengthen titanium alloys, but it is also considered as a
detrimental alloying element because of its embrittlement effect.
However, considering previous investigations, there is still considerable ambiguity regarding the
role of oxygen on ductility [1][2].
In this study, the microstructure of TiO alloys with oxygen content ranging from 0.15 to 0.8wt%
is investigated to explain the obtained combination of both high strength and ductility.
Indeed, tensile tests exhibit an ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of 800MPa and an elongation at
fracture (A%) of 29% for the Ti-0.6O sample, but embrittlement is observed for the Ti-0.8O alloy.
Transmission electron microscopy is performed, and nano-precipitates of Ti6O-type are observed
in all the samples [3]. Scanning-TEM imaging highlights the interactions between the dislocations
and the nano-precipitates. The latter play the role of pinning point and dislocation sources, which
explains the good ductility. The same investigation is conducted on TiZrO alloys which are more
tolerant to oxygen: the Ti-4.5Zr-0.8O shows a UTS of 1050MPa and a A% of 30% and therefore
overcome the mechanical properties of the widely used Ti-6Al-4V alloy.
To conclude, this work proves the potential of oxygen as a unique alloying element and could
promote the development of cheaper and safer titanium alloys than the Ti-6Al-4V alloy. Further
work should focus on the nature and stability of the observed nano-precipitates.

Figure 1. Mechanical properties of TiO and TiZrO alloys
[1] Y. Chong, M. Poschmann, R. Zhang, S. Zhao, M. S. Hooshmand, E. Rothchild, D. L. Olmsted, J. W. Morris Jr., D. C.
Chrzan, M. Asta, A. M. Minor, Sci. Adv., (2020)
[2] D. Kang, K. Lee, E. Kwon, T. Tsuchiyama, S. Takaki, Variation of work hardening rate by oxygen contents in pure
titanium alloy, MSEA, (2015)
[3] R., Poulain, S. Delannoy, I. Guillot, F. Amann, R. Guillou, S. Lartigue-Korinek, D. Thiaudière, J.-L. Béchade, E. Couet, F.
Prima, First experimental evidence of oxygen ordering in dilute titanium-oxygen alloy, MRL, (2022)
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Study of Hydrogen sorption properties of the refractory high
entropy alloy Ti-V-Zr-Nb-Mo
Hydrogen as a clean energy carrier is a viable future energy alternative. The lightweight and safe
hydrogen storage is the key for the development of hydrogen-based clean energy carrier. There
are several technologies for hydrogen storage. The solid-state storage through metal hydrides is
a safe and compact option that has the potential to be used in mobile and stationary applications.
Among the numerous studied metals, alloys and intermetallics, the high entropy alloys recently
showed promising capacity of absorption. For example, the TiVZrNbHf alloy has a superior
capacity of absorption than conventional alloys or individual components up to 2,5 H/M
(hydrogen per metal atom) [1].
This work aims to study the effect of the addition of 10% of Mo into Ti0.325V0.275Zr0.125Nb0.275 on
the hydrogen sorption properties. This composition was optimized to obtain single-phase BCC
alloy based on our previous works [2]. The Ti0.30V0.25Zr0.10Nb0.25Mo0.10 alloy was prepared by
high temperature arc melting and crystallizes into a single-phase BCC lattice. The alloy absorbs
large hydrogen amount of 2.0 H/M (2.8 wt%) at ambient temperature forming a single-phase FCC
dihydride. This value is higher as compared to 1.7 H/M (2.5 wt%) of the initial
Ti0.325V0.275Zr0.125Nb0.275. Additionally, the study of the structural properties and phase
transformation during Deuterium desorption were studied in situ by neutron diffraction and
shows a sharp single-phase transition at 242°C from FCC dihydride phase to the pristine singlephase BCC. After 20 cycles of Abs/Desorption, the alloy experiences a small fading in the capacity
by 13% after the first 6 cycles and stabilizes to around 1.73 H/M (2.5 wt%) for further cycling.
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Figure 1. In situ neutron diffraction (λ = 1.2858 Å) of Ti0.30V0.25Zr0.10Nb0.25Mo0.10D2 with a
heating rate of 1 °C/min under dynamic vacuum (left). The desorption profile during
neutron diffraction (right). The initial fcc deuteride and the final bcc desorbed phases are
marked with # and *, respectively.
[1] Sahlberg M., et al. Sci. Rep;6:36770.(2016).
[2] Montero, J., et al. Molecules, 24, 2799.( 2019)
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Multiscale thermodynamic approach for the development of high
entropy functional materials by additive manufacturing.
Searching for a suitable replacement for cobalt-based alloys such as Stellite 6[1], which is used in
wear-resistant coatings for nuclear applications, high entropy alloys, or more accurately Complex
Concentrated Alloys (CCA), have shown some promising properties[2]. Alloying elements were
chosen considering the chemical composition of the substrate to ensure chemical and mechanical
compatibility. In our case, this is 316L stainless steel, which is the most used material in valves
and control rods. CCA coatings should provide wear and corrosion resistance between room
temperature and 400°C for long time cycles. Based on these considerations and previous works
[3], we selected the Cr-Fe-Mo-Ti system. Our work aims to develop new alloys using an iterative
methodology. It consists in creating a robust database using the CALPHAD (CALculation of PHAse
Diagrams) method to predict thermodynamic equilibria and properties. In order to use reliable
thermodynamic data, we will associate atomic-scale simulations by DFT with our experimental
investigations. After exhaustive bibliographic research, we found some lack or contradicting data.
Consequently, we decide to calculate the enthalpy of formation of intermetallic phases by DFT and
carry out the experimental determination of the Cr-Mo-Ti phase diagram.

Figure 4 – Experimental phase diagram determination at 900°C (left) used to the thermodynamic assessment (right).

Once consolidated our database, we will perform solidification and equilibrium calculations of
different compositions. Using the Calphad approach, we will design coatings alloys using additive
manufacturing techniques according to favourable microstructures. Finally, tribology and
corrosion tests could be performed on these samples. The poster presents the current work in the
Cr-Mo-Ti system, our experimental work and the calculated data.
[1]
J.-K. Kim et S.-J. Kim, « The temperature dependence of the wear resistance of iron-base NOREM
02 hardfacing alloy », Wear, vol. 237, no 2, p. 217‐222, févr. 2000, doi: 10.1016/S0043-1648(99)00326-9.
[2]
S. Kuang, J. Wang, L. Wang, W. Huang, et Z. Zhou, « Improvement of the mechanical and the
tribological properties of CrNbTiMoZr coatings through the incorporation of carbon and the adjustment of
the substrate bias voltage », Surf. Coat. Technol., vol. 412, p. 127064, avr. 2021, doi:
10.1016/j.surfcoat.2021.127064.
[3]
G. Huser et al., « Study of the elaboration of high entropy material from powder by laser additive
manufacturing », Procedia CIRP, vol. 94, p. 270‐275, janv. 2020, doi: 10.1016/j.procir.2020.09.051.
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Development and characterization of nanostructured electrode
materials for urea electrolysis
The biological process used for nitrogen removal in wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) is
energy intensive and not fully effective. Nitrogen derives mainly from urea, which is found in large
quantities in urine. The objective of my thesis project is the implementation of an electrochemical system
allowing the degradation of urea at the anode (pollutant) and the production of hydrogen at the cathode
(green fuel), according to the overall process (cf. Figure 1A):
CO(NH2)2

+

H2O → CO2

+

N2 +

(1)

3 H2

Part of the thesis project consists in developing new anode materials for urea conversion that
are highly efficient, inexpensive, and stable. Another part of the study is the identification of reaction
products by diﬀerent analytical means (Gas and Ionic chromatography, UV-Vis spectrometry).
During the last two years of my thesis, I have studied the performance of bare Ni electrodes and
different types of Ni deposits towards Reaction (1). The results of the electrochemical characterizations
show that the electrocatalytic properties for the urea oxidation reaction vary strongly depending on the
type of Ni (cf. example in Figure 1B). In order to establish the faradaic efficiency of the reaction, the
electrolysis of urea was carried out in a specially designed cell, hermetically connected with a gas
chromatograph. It appears that the only reduction product is H2 while the oxidation products are N2 and
O2, the latter indicating a competition between urea and water oxidation. Unexpectedly, ion
chromatography analysis revealed significant nitrite production in the solution, pointing to a secondary
reaction in addition to Reaction (1).
The main objective is now to improve the selectivity of the Ni-based catalysts for urea oxidation
towards N2 formation in order to maximize the removal of nitrogen from the liquid phase and thus avoid
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Figure 5 : (A) Scheme of the electrolysis process for urea oxidation. (B) Voltammograms showing the urea oxidation peak
obtained on a Ni plate before and after the electrodeposition of a NiOOH layer.
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multifunctional nanomaterials for energy; magnetoelectric composite
based on a new ferromagnetic materials

In the present work, we report on the structural, magnetic, and magnetocaloric properties of the
(Pr, Sm)2Fe17 system prepared by arc melting under high pure argon and homogenized at
1073 K to minimize other possible impurity phases. X-ray diffraction (XRD) coupled with
Rietveld analysis with FullProf computer code reveals the presence of a single-phase of (Pr,
Sm)2Fe17. This compound crystallizes in the rhombohedral Th2Zn17 type structure. The lattice
parameters decrease when Sm substitutes Pr. Hence, the temperature dependence of the
magnetization is determined. The Curie temperature increases from 285 K to 299 K after the Pr
substitution. This increase in TC is mainly due to the de Gennes factor. The Arrott plot around
second-order magnetic transition, magnetic entropy changes ΔSM, the relative cooling power,
and temperature-averaged entropy change (TEC) are reported. This compound is considered a
magnetic refrigerant for use at a low magnetic field based on these results.

Figure 1. Magnetic entropy change ΔS(T,μ0H)M for Pr1.64Sm0.36Fe17 sample.

[1] W. Bouzidi, K. Nouri, T. Bartoli, R. Sedek, H. Lassri, J. Moscovici, L. Bessais
J. Magn. Magn Mater., 497 (2020), p. 166018
W. Bouzidi, N. Mliki, L. Bessais
[2] J. Magn. Magn Mater., 441 (2017), pp. 566-571
[3] L.D. Griffith, Y. Mudryk, J. Slaughter, V.K. Pecharsky J. Appl. Phys., 123 (3) (2018),
Article 034902.
[4] V.K. Pecharsky, K.A. Gschneidner Jr. Phys. Rev. Lett., 78 (23) (1997), p. 4494
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The effect of 10 at.% Al addition on the hydrogen storage properties
of the Ti0.33V0.33Nb0.33 multi-principal element alloy.
H2 is a strong candidate to ensure a smooth transition towards clean and sustainable
energy economy, but research activities are still needed to improve the efficiency of its storage
[1]. Metal hydrides are well-studied materials for solid-state H2 storage, although a costeffective storage has not yet achieved. Lately, multi-principal element alloys (MPEA) or highentropy alloys (HEA), have shown attractive hydrogen storage properties [2]. These materials
are solid solutions with simple crystalline structures (bcc, fcc, hcp) and large lattice distortion
(δ) which could build large interstitial sites to take in hydrogen at higher H/M ratios, as proven
by TiVZrNbHf [3].
In this work, we describe a detailed study on the effect of 10 at.% Al addition into the
Ti0.33V0.33Nb0.33 alloy on the hydrogen storage properties. Although storage capacity has been
reduced by 20 % in terms of H/M ratio, the hydride formation is destabilized with aluminium,
as also predicted by machine learning approach. Furthermore, hydrogen desorption occurs at
lower temperature and, the stability during the hydrogen absorption/desorption cycles was
improved without considerable loss of capacity or formation of phase segregation. This research
demonstrates that Al addition into multi-principal element alloys is a promising approach for
enhancing the properties of hydrogen storage for specific applications.
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Figure 1. In-situ neutron diffraction (nD) and the corresponding desorption profile on the right

of a) Ti0.33V0.33Nb0.33D2.0 and b) Al0.10Ti0.30V0.30Nb0.30D1.6 (heating ramp of 1°C /min).
[1] M. Hirscher et al., Materials for hydrogen-based energy storage – past, recent progress and
future outlook, J. Alloys Compd. 827 (2020) 153548.
[2] F. Marques et al., Review and outlook on high-entropy alloys for hydrogen storage,
Energy Environ. Sci. 14 (2021) 5191-5227.
[3] M. Sahlberg et al., Superior hydrogen storage in high entropy alloys, Sci. Rep. 6 (2016)
36770.
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Coupling of Ni3,4Sn4 intermetallic anode and Li6PS5Cl argyrodite
solid electrolyte toward high performance all solid-state Li-ion
batteries
All solid-state Li ion batteries (ASSLBs) attract considerable attention owing to their potential
high energy density and safe operation. The development of solid electrolytes plays an essential
role in the practical application of ASSLBs. They must ensure high ionic conductivity
(> 10-4 Scm-1 at room temperature) while being chemically compatible with electrode materials.
My PhD thesis aims at developing high-performance ASSLBs using high-capacity negative
electrodes, easy-deformable argyrodites as solid electrolyte and a suitable positive electrode
such as LiFePO4. Our first works focalize on the compatibility between nanostructured Ni3,4Sn4
anodes and Li6PS5Cl solid electrolyte. Nanostructured intermetallic Ni3,4Sn4 with crystallite size
of 6 nm was obtained by mechanical milling. It exhibited a reversible capacity of 240 mAhg-1
with an average potential of 0.4 V vs. Li+/Li, in a conventional Li-ion battery using liquid
solvent. As for the solid electrolyte, Li6PS5Cl was also prepared by mechanical milling from
Li2S, P2S5 and LiCl. Its ionic conductivity is 2.4 × 10-4 Scm-1 at room temperature.
Based on the previous findings, a half-cell Ni3,4Sn4 | Li6PS5Cl | Li was assembled. The negative
electrode was a mixture of nanostructured Ni3,4Sn4, carboxymethyl cellulose and carbon black
in mass ratio 55:20:25 wt.%, respectively. Fig. 1 shows the discharge and charge capacities as
well as the coulombic efficiency versus the number of cycles during galvanostatic cycling. A
stable reversible capacity of 80 mAhg-1 at C/80 after 40 cycles with a coulombic efficiency
above 95 % was obtained. Though this is a promising result, the reversible capacity remains
low as compared to that using liquid solvent. Solid–solid contact between the active material
Ni3,4Sn4 and the solid electrolyte should be improved. To this aim, next research is focusing on
intimate mixing between electrode and electrolyte constituents and using phosphites as
interface materials to ensure good electrochemical stability.
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Figure 1: Galvanostatic cycling of half-cell Ni3,4Sn4 | Li6PS5Cl | Li at C/80 regime in the
potential window 0.07–2V.
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Chromium-doped zirconium-based alloy behavior for fuel
assemblies in pressurized water reactors in accidental conditions
The work of this PhD deals with the research of more resistant materials in extreme conditions,
including high temperature environment. More precisely, the aim is to study “model materials” in
order to stimulate the behaviour of new nuclear zirconium based fuel claddings doped with
chromium. After Fukushima's events, these materials were developed in order to have a higher
resistance in hypothetical extreme accidental conditions (loss of coolant accident LOCA) and the
previous developments conducted in the CEA in partnership with Framatome and EDF have
shown significant improvements in material performances at high temperature (at least until
1300 °C) in oxidizing atmosphere. In order to perfect the theoretical and experimental knowledge
of the zirconium based alloys doped with chromium's behaviour at high temperature, it is
necessary to get a better understanding of the phases equilibria and the metallurgical
transformations (α↔β allotropic transformation, precipitation and dissolution reactions of
secondary intermetallic phases (figure 1. a)) occurring during a typical LOCA temperature
evolution, and then to link theses microstructural (figure 1. b) modifications to the alloy's
mechanical properties.

Figure 1. CCT diagrams of M5Framatome (Zr1Nb(O)) [1] and of Zr1Nb(O)-2.5wt.%Cr model
alloy (a)and typical SEM micrographs of resultant prior-βZr microstructures (b)
[1] R. Borrossi, “ Phase transformation and mechanical properties at high temperature of

M5Framatome alloy: Effect of the temperature history”, PhD thesis, CEA - MINES ParisTech
(2021) – in french

